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Warriors overpower Timberwolves;
Durant slapped with $15,000 fine. C1
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Recreational sales:
‘This is incredible’

Robert
Mueller

Donald
Trump

Trump
ordered
Mueller
firing
President backed away
after the White House
counsel’s threat to quit
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT
AND MAGGIE HABERMAN
NEW YORK TIMES
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Malakai Mertens, left, helps John Lynch shop for edible cannabis products Thursday at SPARC marijuana dispensary in Santa Rosa.

County’s biggest city is the third to begin selling adult-use marijuana
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

C

annabis connoisseurs
and newcomers can
now buy pot in Sonoma
County’s largest city, and all
they need is cash and proof
they’re age 21 or older. No medical marijuana recommendation
required.
The start of recreational
sales in Santa Rosa began
Thursday morning at SPARC’s
North Dutton Avenue dispensary, a milestone John Garcia
wanted to not only observe,
but participate in, on his 51st
birthday.
Rain had canceled the
construction job he had lined
up for the day, so he decided
to treat himself to a restful

WHERE CAN YOU
BUY MARIJUANA?

birthday — celebrated with
about $100 worth of cannabis
flowers, a strain called Chocolope from a batch grown outside
in Mendocino County, and an
afternoon at home playing his
favorite video game,
Battlefield 1.
“Can you believe this? This
is incredible,” said Garcia, who
lives in Petaluma. “Trying to
get weed was a major ordeal
years ago — waiting in dark
alleys for a friend of a friend.
Now we don’t have to do that
anymore.”
California’s recreational cannabis marketplace commenced
Jan. 1 when the state handed
out hundreds of licenses to new
cannabis businesses, including
TURN TO CANNABIS » PAGE A2

Santa Rosa is the third city
in Sonoma County to allow
businesses to begin selling
marijuana to any adult
21 or older. These are the
Sonoma County cannabis
dispensaries currently selling
adult-use marijuana:

The Chocolope cannabis flower has a
high concentration of THC.

Mercy Wellness of Cotati:
7950 Redwood Drive #8,
Cotati. 707-795-160.
SPARC: 6771 Sebastopol Ave.
#100, Sebastopol. 707-8234206.
Solful: 785 Gravenstein Hwy.
S., Sebastopol. 707-596-9040.
SPARC: 1061 N. Dutton Ave.,
Santa Rosa. 707-843-3227.

Brown looks back, pushes forward in address
STATE OF THE STATE »
Governor lists successes,
defends bullet train
By JOHN MYERS
LOS ANGELES TIMES

SACRAMENTO — In the opening scene of his final act on California’s most prestigious political stage, Gov. Jerry Brown used
much of his last State of the State
address to remind everyone, in
California and across the nation,
of what’s been accomplished in
recent years.
“Very few places in the world
can match that record,” he said
Thursday to an audience of state
lawmakers and guests gathered
in the Assembly chamber of the
state Capitol.
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While Brown offered a few
suggestions for how lawmakers
should spend the year, the speech
may have been less notable for its
specific content than for the moment it marked in the political odyssey of the man who wrote and
delivered it.
Most modern California governors have used the State of the
State address to lay out sweeping
or targeted policy plans for the
year ahead, a custom usually followed by Brown during his first
tour of duty in the 1970s and ’80s.
In contrast, the bulk of his recent speeches have been either an
ode to the state’s rugged past or a
prophecy of its fragile economic
future.
This time, the veteran governor
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Gov. Jerry Brown waves as he receives applause Thursday from
Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon, left, and Senate President Pro
Tem Kevin de Leon before giving his annual State of the State speech.

COFFEY PARK CHRONICLES: Residents are
aghast to learn they must shoulder the cost of
a damaged wall after October’s fire / A3

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump ordered the firing last June of Robert Mueller,
the special counsel overseeing
the Russia investigation, according to four people told of the
matter, but ultimately backed
down after the White House
counsel threatened to resign INSIDE
rather
than Trump makes
carry out the his debut
directive.
appearance at
The
West the glitzy World
Wing confron- Economic
tation
marks Forum / B8
the first time
Trump is known to have tried to
fire the special counsel. Mueller
learned about the episode in recent months as his investigators
interviewed current and former
senior White House officials in
his inquiry into whether the
president obstructed justice.
Amid the first wave of news
media reports that Mueller was
examining a possible obstruction case, the president began
to argue that Mueller had three
TURN TO MUELLER » PAGE A10
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Trump’s
plan has
several
caveats
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR AND
SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump proposed legislation on Thursday that would
provide a path to citizenship for
as many as 1.8 million young,
unauthorized immigrants in exchange for an
end to decades INSIDE
of family-based Most Americans
migration pol- want legal status
icies, a costly for ‘Dreamers’
border wall and — but there are
a vast crack- holdouts / B1
down on other
immigrants already living in the
country illegally.
Describing the plan as “extremely generous” but a take-itor-leave-it proposal by the president, White House officials said
they hoped it would be embraced
by conservatives and centrists in
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